1 shall call this the standard model (SM). There is promise that this model is part of the truth. There are good reasons to believe that it is not the whole truth. One of the aims of this paper is to spell out some of these reasons, but not all of them. (For example, 1 will not discuss the early results on the atomic bismuth experiments, which, if substantiated, would indicate that the neutral current of the SM needs m~d i f i c a t i o n .~) A first reason is already obvious. The SM does not contain L * . Of course, L can be incorporated in SU(2) x U(l) without much pain. Later on, we shall see that also the quark content of the SM may be incomplete. Again, it may be that this can be remedied by enlarging the particle content of the standard SU(2) x U(l) model. However, there is a second question of enlargement that is often discussed: Is it sufficient to increase the particle content in SU(2) x U(l) or is it (also) necessary to enlarge the group? I would not be surprised if group enlargement were necessary. In this paper, I will refrain from pursuing this question further, however.
It is not the only purpose of this paper to raise questions on the level of the structure of gauge theories. Also on the mundane$ level of instrumentation, experimentation, and theoretical analysis, the new particles present new problems, and I would like to mention some of them. A main issue that arises is how to determine the properties of particles whose lifetimes are in the awkward range of 10-1z-10-14 sec. Questions once asked for the muon must be asked again for heavy leptons. Questions once asked for strange particles must now be asked for charmed particles. C P studies once made for the KO -K O system must now be done also for the Do -D o system. It may seem as if these are instances of history repeating itself. It should be a matter of concern to experimentalists and theorists alike that in important ways, this is not quite true.
Having stated my two main themes, let me turn next to some specific questions concerning leptons. about by a GIM-type mechanism. Thus, the leading effect is itself a "radiative correction" (closed loops are involved). This feature will probably be inherent in any gauge theory description of the effect.
ACTION ON THE LEPTON FRONT
If p-ey occurs, so will p-3e (i,e., p* -e*e*e'), for example, by the Dalitz conversion of the y, suppressed (in rate) relative to ey by a further factor -a. However, in this model, the rate for p-3e is most probably much larger than that.* Indeed, p-3e can also occur without intervention of an intermediate photon, namely, by purely weak mechanisms that involve 2 W exchange and the lepton-Z coupling?. Topologically, th_e set of graphs involved is identical with that in the SM for n h -p p (arising for K, -pp), and one finds where m is the mean Nmass. It is not unfair to guess that the logarithm is -5 . The constant is of general order unity. It would appear quite possible that p-3e is competitive with p-ey! In any event, those who will report the existence of p-ey should be advised to look immediately for p-3e as a direct process. If p-ey indeed occurs, it is strongly indicated that the q / 3 e ratio will become a key issue.
THE HEAVY LEPTON AND ITS NEUTRINO
The main evidence for the existence of L* (mass =2GeV) comes from the pe events seen in e+ e-annihilation.) The least farfetched explanation of the bulk of these events (at this time, there are9 about 170) is the sequence e-+ u , + u L e+ + e --L + +F
(fore-p+ events and, similarly, for e+ p -). I shall not discuss the detailed reasons for this interpretation. Rather, I will concentrate on new problems raised by this discovery.
Even simple questions concerning the L* lead at once to technical complications. Here is an elementary example: Are the L* really leptons, particles whose strongest interaction is the point coupling to the electromagnetic field? If we only had time to observe e+ +e--L+ + L -, the answer would be trivial. One would measure, just as for muons, the quantity dds, B)/dcosO, where s=(lab energy)2, and B = (L+ , beam) angle. However, one cannot do that; the lifetime is too small ( -lo-'* sec is a reasonable guess): because of the awkward lifetime, one must find new-style methods to answer old-style questions.
In the present case, a possible method is the following.1° Consider the cross section ux for the inclusive reaction e+ e --x+ all via where x is any particle whose mass we may neglect (an e, or a p, or a K) . Let {be the (x, beam) angle. Then from the two functions in du;(s,{) /dcos{, one can extract (for m, =0) the corresponding two structure functions for e+ e--L + L -and compare the result with the standard electromagnetic answer for point particles.1 In any event, du,(s,n/dcos{ should be the sume (up to an overall scale factor) for x=e. x = p, and x= K.
And here is a second old timers' question: What is the V,A,S,P, T structure of leptonic L decay? We cannot apply in practice the classic Michel parameter analysis for an L at rest, because we won't find an L at rest. Rather, one must start from Reaction 4 and integrate af least over all neutrino variables and, where possible without total loss of information on the question at hand, over more variables as well. This problem has been analyzed in its generality. For the purpose of obtaining p-parameter information, the distribution in the final p (or e) energy turns out to be the most useful one. Further information can be obtained from the distribution in the final state (p.e) angle, from the dependence on beam polarization, and so on." These two examples should suffice to indicate how different the ways of obtaining information will be for heavy leptons as compared to muons.
There are many more old-style questions: What is the overall strength of the Lleptonic weak interaction? Is it "normal" or not? There are isospin (and even second-class current) questions; one may inquire about semihadronic channels, and so on. These problems have already been the subject of much To conclude these cursory remarks on heavy leptons, I will select two questions that seem particularly challenging. Then, many of us would venture to guess that the vertex is V*A. But is the sign plus or minus?
Here, intuition fails. Nice teleologic arguments for either case do not help much. The issue is of cardinal importance for the theory of weak interactions, even on a qualitative level. Theorists would love to know if they should introduce a new left-handed or a new right-handed doublet.
The corresponding experimental question is: Can one at least exclude either p = O or p=3/4? Theoretical analyses" show that this question is not trivial, yet not too demanding. We may know about this distinction in a year or so.
One sees that the existence of heavy leptons raises qualitative questions of a fundamental nature that pose many new challenges, some of which are of considerable magnitude.
Are there other ways? In principle, yes. Events of the type L --D-+ vL ( or MUNDANE ASPECTS OF CHARM During the last two years, the existence of at least one new hadronic quantum number, "charm." has been established beyond doubt. The idea of charm (C) in its precise sense" looks most appealing but has not yet been completely established. What do we want to know?
From the first charmed baryon event'" at BNL, from the results on charmed mesons obtained with e + e -rings,lg and from subsequent results on charmed baryonsa at FNAL, we know that the weak interactions of these particles satisfy the relation
where S denotes strangeness. It has also been shown that the nonleptonic decays of the charmed mesons violate Mass formulae for these new particles,22 as naive as they are successful, further corroborate the charm picture.
The charm of the idea is that it provided (even prior23 to the recent developments in gauge theories) a theoretical explanation for an important weak interaction feature, the suppression of the strangeness-changing neutral currents. For a fullfledged verification of charm properties, the weak decays of charmed particles will continue to be of paramount importance: One requires that they satisfy the following set of selection rules: 
1) D' states play an important role in charm production. These states decay nonweakly into D's, but the decay modes strongly violate isospin, because the D*-D mass differences are quite close to the pion mass. This fact causes complications for the verification of the weak isospin decay rules in the presence of D*'s.
2) We must be prepared for complex many-body decay channels (as observations on charmed baryon decays have already illustrated so ell^*^^^). This is one of several important reasons why one must look forward to the completion of new detector systems suitable for dealing with neutral pions. Theoretically, it may perhaps be wise to pursue inclusive predictionsz4 for charm decay that follow from Equation 8 . But beware of D'! 3) I know of no simple isospin relations for charm change that are analogs of the A-?r nucleon ratio or the KO -2r ratio for strangeness change.
4)
Once again, we are dealing with particles that have awkward lifetimes (10-l2 sec, presumably). This complicates the decay analysis, especially when charmed particles are created in company with other hadrons.
It would, of course, be of much interest to measure the lifetimes themselves of these particles. One way of performing these measurements is to use emulsions.zs However, it was recently notedM that the lifetime ratio of D+, D" can also be obtained from e+ e-annihilation data under the single assumption (see Equation 8 ) that semileptonic decays of these particles dominantly conserve isospin. incomplete. This evidence comes from theoretical arguments concerning CP violation.
THE CP PROBLEM
The standard model sheds no light on the origin of CP violation. Rather, the opposite is true. The known existence of CP-violating effects in the K-K system is the surest signal for the incompleteness of the SM for the description of weak (and weaker than weak) effects. The situation is the following:
Consider the SM (Equation 1 ) and write it in its most general hermitian form.
Do not assume C P invariance from the outset. Then, it is true, nevertheless, that this theory is necessarily CP invariant. In other words, the structure of the SM is so tight that where one might legitimately introduce certain complex coupling constants ub initio to pave the way for a possible incorporation of CP violation, these constants can all be made real by the golden rule that for each complex wave field, one may once, and only once, define its phase by convention.
What to do? It may be that CP violation is an effect so subtle that gauge theories, of one form or another, are inadequate for its ultimate description. I cannot argue as to whether this view is true or false. (I conjecture it is false.) In any event, two major questions are now before us.
The first one is theoretical. Can one construct gauge theories that incorporate the attractive features of the SM and that violate CP? (Recall that CPT is good in any gauge theory.) The answer is: easily, almost too easily. In order of appearance, the following approaches have been envisaged: (d) SU(2) x U(1); same fermion content as the SM, but the Higgs system contains more than one doublet. 36 In all of these cases, CP violation already appears in the tree approximation. It has been shown)' that there are other types of gauge theories in which CP violation appears as a quantum effect. (The inclusion of loops is necessary before one can even establish whether the theory violates CP.)
A more detailed discussion of such models makes for interesting theory seminars but is not well suited for a conference. Suffice it to say that in all of the aboKe models, one can implement the constraints imposed by the CP effects in the KK system and by the existing experimental bounds38 on electric dipole moments of fermions.
In summary, the model that served as such a good guide for neutral currents and charm deserts us on the CP issue. At the present stage, it is difficult to choose among the numerous options designed to incorporate CP by enlarging the SM: The few experimental criteria we have are not constraining enough. More information on CP is badly needed.
This makes the experimental study of the CP question for charmed particle decays all the more urgent and important. Here, indeed, are welcome new avenues for the pursuit of CP violation. Because there is no certified model for CP violation, there is no firm guess as to what such experiments will yield. It may be that CP effects for charmed particles will differ from those for strange particles in that they will already show up as on shell effects. It may also be that charmed and strange particles behave similarly in the sense that the only effect will be CP impurity in the 00 -D o system, with an impurity parameter eC analogous to (but not yet related to) the E parameter of the neutral K system; ec may turn out to be quite small, as is E , or it may not be small. We may conjecture about all of this, but we just do not know.
This , etc.
--$2 In the subsequent relations, the lifetime equality of K + and K -and of D+ and D -has been used (CPT invariance is assumed).
Thus, both exclusively and inclusively (as in the last two relations), there exist simple on-shell CP comparisons that have no analog for K particles. CP is also tested by
and by the identity of certain distributions$€! (for example the K-and K+ spectra). It is clear that these simplest tests for CP can already be applied to existing data.
(For other tests, I refer to the l i t e r a t~r e .~.~' ) . Let me stress that charm production in e+ e-annihilation offers the unique advantage that D+ and D-are produced with the same energy distribution (likeviise for other conjugate pairs). Thus, all mentioned tests may immediately be applied to the "raw" data! Now the bad news. It concerns the @-@ system. Recall that the mass differencems-mL of K s , KL could be determined from the time dependence of the decay reactions and that time-dependent interferencesbetween Ks and <L played an important role in the determination of E. For the DD system, on the other hand, there will be particle mixtures D , , D 2 with lifetimes that are too short (presumably, both of rough order 10-l2 sec) to make use of time dependence! Unless new technologies are invented, we shall be able to use only decay information integrated over time. Detailed tests for CP in the DD system have been described in which only time-integrated quantities are used.40 These tests are very hard. Here, I only note that if CP violation were also effectively superweak for charmed states, m I -m2 and XI -A2, the mass and decay rate differences for D,,D, would be related to eC by 42 Finally, it may be remarked that new CP information may also come from the comparison of the charged heavy leptons L + and L-discussed earlier.IO From this point of view, the reaction e+e--L+ L -offers the advantage (similar to the one noted earlier for charm) that the L* are produced with the same energy. Thus, the pionspectraforL+ -vL + r + + and for L--vL + r -+ in the laboratory system fore+ e-annihilation should be identical if CP is good; likewise f o r L + -v L + r -+ v e r s u s L -r L + r + + ,andsoon. In conclusion, it is evident that CP violation is posing very important new challenges, to experiment and theory alike.
A FINAL COMMENT
How can a 1977 conference be called "Five Decades of Weak Interactions"? There were no weak interactions in 1927, nor had the neutrino even been postulated. The conference title is most fitting, nevertheless. For it was in 1927 that Ellis and Wooster published their paper43 on calorimetric measurements in which they showed that the average energy of disintegration in the / 3 decay of RaE equals the mean energy of the continuous spectrum, rather than its upper limit. I would like to conclude by making two comments on this classic work by Ellis and Wooster, which marks a milestone in the developments of weak interactions. First, I would like to recall for you the authors' own reaction, 50 years ago, to their startling result: "The disintegration electrons must be emitted fr6.11 the nucleus with varying energies, however contrary at first sight this might appear to the general principles of quantum theory." 43 My second comment concerns the experimental aspect of this work. The reader should know that in the 1927 experiment, measurements of temperature differences were made by means of a system of thermocouples attached to a sensitive galvanometer. Very recently, I received a letter 44 from Dr. Wooster in which he wrote about those days: "In spite of magnetic shielding provided by an enveloping core of iron 1 1/2" thick, the galvanometer was so sensitive to external changes in the magnetic field that we had to work between 12 midnight and 3 a.m. for a fortnight. Even so when the policeman walked by in the street, the nails in his boots disturbed the galvanometer . . . ."
As you see, the two themes of the present paper, current theoretical schemes and current mundane problems, are hardly new. Theoretical concepts and prejudices as well as experimental techniques have been stretched to their limits, if not beyond, by the weak interactions ever since the inception of the subject. This paper hopefully has made it clear that this will continue to be true for some time to come.
New York, February 1977
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